1- Regular BA program in Ethiopian Sign Language and Deaf Culture

It is believed that the Ethiopian Sign Language (ETHSL) has its origin in the American Sign Language (ASL) with some influence from the Nordic countries. According to a report on a pilot survey conducted by SIL Ethiopia (2005), a comparison was done between 249 signs that are published in American and Ethiopian books. Out of this number 25% of the signs from the ASL that was brought over have been modified to suit Ethiopian culture. This shows that the two languages are closely related languages than other sign languages. Besides, signers of the two countries are seen to communicate at a lesser communication breakdown.

The first missionaries that opened schools in Addis Ababa were from the US, and as most foreigners that open new schools do, they brought with them the language which was in use in their own country. There was another school in the then northern province of Eritrea in Karen, which was opened by Missionaries from the Nordic countries. The influence of the graduates of these schools was clearly seen in the development of the Ethiopian Sign Language.

Ethiopian deaf education is constrained by many factors. Among others is the lack of the development of the sign language. Lack of proficient (or nearly the total absence) sign language teachers is another constraint. There are only few deaf people employed at the deaf schools in Addis Ababa without any training in the teaching profession. Only hearing people were trained as teachers of the Deaf. These hearing teachers lack proficiency in Sign Language and tend to promote Oralism or their
spoken languages. Due to these facts, the Ethiopian Deaf students are denied strong role models in their education. The deaf students were, therefore, subjected to the wishes of their hearing teachers and professionals.

The other one is the problem of getting qualified sign language interpreters who are familiar with the ethics and conduct of behavior in Sign language interpreting.

Developing the ETHSL and providing education in ETHSL shall help develop linguistic self-confidence and security in the knowledge of deaf people’s culture. It forms the basis for developing self-identity, respect for the culture of others, active social participation and lifelong learning. For deaf and severely hard-of-hearing students, communication using sign language is the key to active participation in linguistic interaction in large and small groups.

However, the Department has been solely devoted its activities to the teaching and researching of spoken languages. This was felt by a significant number of scholars in the Department and beyond as the Department was not doing justice to the Ethiopian Sign Language and its signers. In order to fill in this gap a project proposal was designed and subsequently submitted to the Ministry of Education as part of the DIF (Development Initiated Fund) project in order to establish the Ethiopian Sign Language Center. One of the objectives of the project was to launch a BA program in Ethiopian Sign Language and Deaf Culture Studies.

Some members of the Department traveled to some selected towns to conduct a need assessment research for the BA in Sign Language program. Some of the field sites are Hosaena, Awasa, Arba-Minch and
Jinka. The outcome of the fieldtrip was presented to a consultative workshop which was conducted on May 2008 at Ras Amba Hotel.

After designing the syllabus, the department has called up on a consultative workshop on the syllabus. Various stakeholders from the Ministry of Education, Hosaena School for the Deaf, Ethiopian National Association of the Deaf, Alpha School for the Deaf, Victory School for the Deaf, Mekanisa School for the Deaf and from others participated in the workshop and provided their comment on it. The workshop outcomes recommended the direction for the future progress.

Finally, by the year 2008/2009 Academic year, the Department of Linguistics, Addis Ababa University has launched Ethiopia’s first BA in Ethiopian Sign Language and Deaf Culture program. In the current Academic year, 26 students are permitted to enroll. Out of this number, 20 of them are Deaf students and the rest 6 hearing. We have also hired three qualified instructors who are currently teaching the major courses. Besides, each class is supported by Sign language interpreters. There are three committed Sign language interpreters who are serving the students through tutoring.
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The dep’t applied to a competition organized by UNICEF to celebrate International Day of Disability.

International Day of People with Disability is celebrated every year on December 3. Its aim is to promote the rights and well being of people with disability by facilitating awareness and understanding of disability issues. In 2007 the International Day of People with Disability was celebrated with the theme of Decent Work for Persons with Disabilities. In the mean time UNICEF advertised a competition to award for the best proposal idea in five award categories: Government organizations, Associations, Private Individuals and Charity Organizations. The Department of Linguistics sent three project ideas with their explanations. They were written by three staff members namely: Eyasu Hailu, Abebayehu Messele and Endashaw W/Michael.

After all the proposals were evaluated, UNICEF contacted the Department of Linguistics and also told that it stood one of the best three under the Government category and invited 12 people from the department to a dinner party at Sheraton Addis. The three nominees were Ministry of Education, Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs and the Department of Linguistics. Finally,
it was learnt that the only institute who stood the first among the best nominees were to be awarded. Then the Department became the best competitor next to the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs.

🎉 Saturday’s non-regular class was conducted in 6 sections, for two semesters, for more than 250 students. They were certified on July 6, 2007 in a big ceremony at the cultural center. It has attracted the media’s coverage.

The Ethiopian Sign Language course is a non-credit that has been given to the university community for the past few years on a non-regular basis. It has been organized by the Department of Linguistics, Addis Ababa University with the motive of changing the negative image towards the deaf people and increasing the motivation of learning Ethiopian Sign Language by the university community. As usual it has been given every Saturday morning. By the year 2007/8, there were more than 300 students registered to attend the class. Four classes were prepared each consisting of 70-75 students. A course outline was developed by a joint discussion with the invited four deaf teachers so that the same lesson is to be taught in four of the classes. Before the class begun, an opening session was held by a public lecture given by Ato Alemayehu Teferi, a prominent Ethiopian Deaf. His lecture about Deafness, Deaf people and Sign Language brought a good understanding to the audience.

According to a request made to the department of Linguistics by the Special Needs department, two new additional classes were opened. On the third week, Nov. 24’ 07, an opening session of a new Sign Language class for the Special Needs students was conducted. During the event, students of the department, Sign Language teachers, Special Needs dep’t Chairman, Ato Alemayehu TekleMariam, the Sign Language program coordinator in the Department of Linguistics, Ato Eyasu Hailu were present. The Chairman made a brief opening speech and spoke that this program is to be held under the
ownership of the Department of Linguistics and in cooperation with the Special Needs Education department.

This practical course was given for two semesters. This means that in the first three months there are 24 hours and in the second three months 24, totally 48 hours will be class contact hours.

After the end of each semester examination was given of both theoretical and practical questions. In order to evaluate the teaching-learning process, questionnaires were distributed to the students. This helped to know how relevant is attending the sign language course by the students. Accordingly, the majority liked to learn sign language to help the deaf in facilitating communication; others said to enjoy the new world of the deaf community by getting new experience and knowledge. After completing the two semesters’ course, the department organized a certificate giving ceremony on July 6, 2008.

(http://www.ena.gov.et/EnglishNews/2008/Jul/06Jul08/62122.htm)
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